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General Services

Offering a comprehensive range of services is part of Habasit’s belting solutions approach.

We are committed partners of our customers, and we consider the sharing of knowledge and

providing of support as an essential task. And this we offer:

Consulting and technical support

Habasit offers the best consulting and technical support on the belting market for
fabric based belts and plastic modular belts founded on the experience and
competence acquired in more than 50 years.

Belt selection and calculation

For our customers we select and calculate the most suitable belt for a specific
application. However, customers may do it themselves thanks to the state-of-the-art
Habasit selection and calculation programs “SeleCalc“. For ordering these programs
free of charge simply call the nearest Habasit partner or contact: info@habasit.com
CONVEY-SeleCalc = Fabric conveyor belt selection and calculation
LINK-SeleCalc = Plastic modular belt selection and calculation 

Fabrication or assembling

We join fabric belts or assemble plastic modular belts at our locations or on-site
directly on the machine or on the system. 

Shortest lead times and installing service at hand

Habasit owns 25 Affiliated Companies located in North America, Europe and Asia,
each with own inventory, fabrication, assembling and service facilities. 
Together with our country managers, representative offices and a large number of
qualified distributors we are in a position to react quickly, competently and reliably to
customers’ demands on an international scale.

Testing at customer’s site

We are testing process functionality, alternative products and variations of fabric belts
or modular belts at the customer’s site.

Legal and conformity check

We are supporting our customers with respect to declaration issues, conformity
issues or conformance with national laws/authorities like Safety data sheets, 
Flame-retardant conformity, etc.

Belt inspection and analyses

We are carrying through belt inspections, analyses, surveys per location and work out
the necessary reports.

Belt repair

We have developed sophisticated repair methods and equipments with proven
effectiveness.

Process optimization proposals

We analyze processes together with the customer and submit proposals for
optimization, e.g. added value for the machinery/process output, output increase.

Special belt fabrication

We offer special fabrications, such as longitudinal joining, edge sealing, profile
welding, guide profiles welding, hole punching, side skirt installations, curve conveyor
layout/cutting preparation, etc. 
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